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I began to realise that this approach allowed the children’s views and ideas to surface early in the teaching
sequence and, in fact, that these ideas and views could be used as resources for later activities.
The next day we read the responses made the day before and I asked for comment.
One discussion that occurred took me by surprise. It went like this:
Missy: ‘Hamish wrote that Chun Ling was learning how to look after ducks ‘cause that’s one of the women’s
jobs – but I think she likes playing with the pet ducks. I like animals’
Teacher: ‘Why do you think it’s a woman’s job to look after the ducks, Hamish?’
Hamish: ‘Women in China do the farming – like planting rice and keeping animals – I think.’
Teacher: ‘All women in China? Can’t we only talk about Chun Ling’s village? Look at the rest of the pictures
to see what other jobs women are doing.’
Hamish: ‘Well … It’s hard to say … Chun Ling goes to school … the teacher might be a woman. There are
women at home. I’m not so sure.’
Something special was happening. Ideas were taken seriously by
the children and discussed using the evidence presented by the
information. Ideas were remembered and were continually being
added to in a natural way by the children as part of the overall
topic. Each statement was like a hypothesis (though, of course,
this word was never mentioned). The children were discovering
the daily routines of Chun Ling’s life. Many conversations, similar
to the above, occurred. I appreciated being freed from directing
and controlling class functioning and being able to move around,
participating, challenging stereotyped views, and helping
individuals as necessary.
We used the same pages grouped randomly in threes to do the
next activities – ‘Which is the odd one out?’ and ‘What do these
pictures have in common?’ Again the children wrote their
responses on strips and pasted them on the newsprint charts
below the appropriate groups of pictures. I made sure the children
knew, as the authors of the ‘feeling for’ approach suggested, that
the groups of three pictures were chosen at random.

Although these activities were similar to other picture interpretation activities I had used up until that time,
the very simplicity of these was their advantage. I was pleased with the amount of information the children
had gained as a result of just a few activities. The way they gained the information meant they were able to
use it flexibly in their discussions and participate comfortably in activities.
I tried several more activities suggested in the approach. These activities encouraged the children to reflect
on their own experiences as a basis for comparison. The children’s responses were impressive.
One activity presented the children with a large diagram to add their ideas. Based on the mathematical
Venn diagram idea (two rings intersected). They were labelled: Work Chun Ling does; and Work our class
members do. The intersection was labelled Work all of us do. The children wrote appropriate responses on
named slips of paper and glued them in the appropriate areas of the diagram. This made the similarities
between Chun Ling’s life and the children’s lives graphically obvious. Realising that there were so many
similarities between them, helped the children accept the differences.
Another activity used at this stage of the topic was particularly useful in exposing the children’s ideas.
Statements about Chun Ling and her family’s life were written on charts and displayed around the room.
Some of the statements were: Chun Ling is poor; The women in Chun Ling‘s village do all the work; Chun
Ling will do the same as her mother when she grows up; There are no rules in Chun Ling's village; and so
on. Below each statement columns were ruled and labelled Agree, Partly Agree and Disagree. The children
displayed their names on paper strips in the column they decided was appropriate. In this way a graph was
formed below each statement.
It was a powerful activity. Eavesdropping on the children while they worked revealed some children’s ability
to justify their ideas and see other points of view. Both these spontaneous conversations and the more
formal class (or group) discussions arising from the differences of opinion revealed by the graphs meant the
children were made to confront their own values and attitudes.
Because this activity used content removed from the children’s immediate environment, the challenge to
their values and attitudes was non-threatening, allowing a more rational and critical argument to occur. This
approach eased the children into discussing such issues from their own point-of-view and avoided the
abstractness that had characterised the values exploration activities I had used in the past.
I was surprised by the children’s depth of thinking and their ability to support their opinions with logical
argument based on the resource and their own experiences. It helped me to assess the extent to which
individual children respected human dignity, showed concern for others, and were able to respect and
accept the idea of difference.
Completing statements was the next activity we undertook. I wrote the beginnings of statements onto the
top of newsprint sheets and hung these around the room. Some of these were: Chun Ling learns when ...
Chun Ling's jobs are … Chun Ling's father cannot … After school Chun Ling ...Chun Ling’s family work …
The way these statements were completed revealed much about the children’s understanding of Chun Ling’s
life on the one hand and their grasp of concepts about human behaviour on the other. For example,
responses to Chun Ling learns when …’ ranged from the simplistic ‘she goes to school’ to the more complex
‘she makes mistakes and then has to find out what went wrong’ and ‘she has to explain how to do some of
her work to a friend’. The children, in giving substance to the idea that people have similar basic needs but
may have different ways of meeting them, were also developing a feeling for Chun Ling and her family. This
allowed these children to accept the differences they observed in Chun Ling’s way of life and explain what
happened in her village. The text of the book was also used. So that we could answer some of the questions
that had arisen, I read it out.
Continued in Part 3

